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he think we had deliberately deceived him? Then we remem-
bered that all during the winter of 1925 the coast of Spitsbergen
had been open, only to close up just before our arrival in the
spring. Perhaps it would do the same thing again. It did. On
April 28 a great storm broke, with a whipping gale and snow
driving thickly ahead of it. The thermometer dropped down
almost to zero Fahrenheit. Then the ice from the north moved in
and jammed the bay full of churning floes.
On April 29, when the air had cleared, though the gale still
blew, the S.S. Chantier, Commander Byrd's base ship, arrived at the
edge of the shore ice. On board were Byrd himself, his pilot, Floyd
Bennett, and their Fokker monoplane, the Josephine Ford. Inas-
much as the newspaper dispatches of the time intimated that there
was ill feeling between our two expeditions and that we tried to
impede Byrd, I wish to state exactly what happened.
The damaged Heimddl was tied up at the whar£ occupying the
entire space. Byrd radioed that he wanted to come in with the
Chantier and start unloading. The officers of the Heimdcd said it
would be foolhardy to move their disabled vessel out into the ice
during the storm. We wirelessed that information to Byrd, and
the Chantier stood outside until the storm moderated. When it
was safe to do so, we moved away and made room for her.
Three days of intermittent blizzards had buried our railroad
under five feet of snow. It took our gang several days to shovel
out. The wind-driven floes had packed against the shores. Cold
weather continued, and down the middle of the ice-locked fjord a
smooth strip froze solidly, giving Byrd the runway we had guaran-
teed him.
Meanwhile, the Norge with its international crew had been ply-
ing up from Rome. Because of rough weather to be expected on
the North Atlantic in spring, the airship followed an inland route.
The first leg of the voyage carrried her to Pulharn, England, where
there was a mooring-mast. On this flight Major Scott, commander
of the R 34 on its transatlantic voyage, served as assistant pilot.
Next, the Norge flew to our own mooring-mast at Oslo. The third
leg took her to Gatchina, near Leningrad, where the Soviet govern-
ment had placed a shed at our disposal. Riiser-Larsen and Nobile
had gone over this whole route together in advance. The Norge

